
Safety pin provides greater 
security and prevents the 
jack stand from lowering

Quick adjustment  
system facilitates 
height adjustment

Amplified base ensures 
more stability and safety

Jack Stands

SATATOOLS.EU

DON’T COMPROMISE ON SAFETY WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

Looking for a hassle-free solution for safe and reliable vehicle maintenance? With the SATA high-quality 
jack stands, you can have full confidence in the secure support of your vehicle, enabling you to carry out 
your work with precision and care. 

Introducing the SATA range of jack stands, available in various 
models tailored to meet the specific require ments of different 
vehicles. The jack stands are designed with excellent support 
and safety  features, ensuring complete peace of mind while 
working beneath a car, motorbike, or truck.

Selecting the appropriate jack stand and carefully 
considering the load capacity to 
ensure maximum safety 
during use is crucial. Don’t 
take any risks when it 
comes to your safety and 
the maintenance of your 
vehicle.

Quick adjustment 
system facilitates 
height adjustment

Heavy-duty steel construction  
provides more durability

Multi-position ratchet bar 
provides 10 different height 
adjustments

Amplified base 
ensures more 
stability and safety

Safety pin provides greater 
security and prevents the jack 
stands from lowering

Choose your Jack Stand
Article Code Description

Length  
(cm)

Width  
(cm)

Height  
(cm)

Max. height  
(cm)

Weight 
(kg)*

STAE5825L Jack Stand SATA 2T (Pair) 19.5 1 8.0 27.8 42.5 2.8

STAE5826L Jack Stand SATA 3T (Pair) 20.5 18.0 30.3 43.8 3.3

STAE5827L Jack Stand SATA 6T (Pair) 27.8 25.7 40.5 62 7.2

*one jack stand 

Dimensions of the individual product without packaging

PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO SATA BOTTLE AND SERVICE JACKS 

Enhance your lifting capabilities and ensure a safer working environment 
by utilizing SATA jack stands in combination with the SATA bottle or 
service jacks. This powerful combination creates a robust lifting system 
that maximizes safety and efficiency. 


